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FOREWORD

The purposes, forms, effects and magnitude of private sector
spending for workforce education and training have become, in recent
years, for many and varied reasons, subjects of intense interest and
no little speculation. Demand for detailed and accurate information
on these subjects has arisen within industry itself, within government
agencies, education and research institutions and organized labor.

Stimulating that demand are a diverse array of interests and con-
cerns. Among them:

continuing anxiety about a declining rate of productivity growth,
and its effects on inflation and our competitive position in the
world economy, combined with an appreciation that past and future
levels and kinds of investments in skills formation might well
be part of the cause and solution of present problems;

o concern about the ways and means by which equal employment oppor-
tunity gains for minorities, women, older workers, handicapped
and other groups can be effectively sustained in the years ahead;

o concern about whether our public education and training establish-
ments and practices are up to the task of accommodating, with
short enough turn around times, the changing skill and knowledge
formation needs of our economy, especially in the face of a
rapidly altering demography at the workplace;

o concern about whether the aspirations and expectations of the

workforce of the 1980's can be accommodated within traditional
pyramidal-type occupational structures and rewards, in the absence

of other human growth options;

o and an emerging appreciation that to achieve mastery over the
demands of everyday life and to participate in an informed way in

political affairs and decision-making both require of Americans
an increased sophistication obtained only through continuing

learning, and. increasingly, through organized learning.

We know now that during the past 20 years a vast and diverse edu-

cational enterprise has emerged within private industry - particularly

large industry. We suspect that how and how well it functions and what

kinds of opportunities it creates will importantly effect how these

concerns and national challenges are met.

But as each of those seeking information on private sector education

and training have discovered, precious little of the detail of the whole

of this system has been available. When this policy research paper was
commissioned in 1979,the situation was little changed from that obtaining

in the mid-1970's when Seymour Lusterman labelled industry education and

training the "shadow education system."

7
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The details of that system, we are learning, may well amount to a
set of key indicators of our economic and social well-being. An appreci-
ation is emerging that what is going on within industry will decisively
shape the worklife education opportunity structure we will have in the
decades ahead. And while present interest reminds us that here are some
numbers on which we should be keeping close tabs, our practice has been
not to record, collect or analyze them.

Those in industry, government, labor, and education concerned with
human resource development issues, and all those concerned to have a
clearer picture of the industrial education and training enterprise will
welcome this contribution by Dr. Harold Goldstein. Presented here in
clear and entertaining language are: an examination of the role of
employer-provided education and training viewed as a part of the total
skill acquisition structure; a description of the needs and motivations
for employer sponsored training; important new estimates of the amounts
being spent on various kinds of training; a discussion of new challenges
and problems industry provided education and training is being called
upon to meet; and finally a discussion of the role government has excercised
and should be expected to take in enhancing the ability of industry educa-
tion and training to meet these new challenges.

Of the many findings aod recommendations contained in this study, one
of the most compelling from tnin reader's vantage, is the strong case made
for moving matters forward to develop our record keeping in the education
and training area. As Willard Wirtz and Harold Goldstein put it in A
Critical Look at the Measurin of Work, "We tend to do what we measure."
The movement toward greater opportunity for worklife education and training
seems certain to require something more than faith and belief in the
positive effects of education, if further broadening of opportunity is to
occur.

Gregory B. Smith
Director

Worker Education and Training Policies
Project
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I. INTRODUCTION

The contribution of work skills to economic growth, productivity

gains, and rising average income levels is illustrated by the finding

that the educational level of the work force (which is a measurable

proxy for work skills) has contributed a significant fraction of the

national productivity growth in the United States in the past half-century

(benison, 1976). Equally important is the contribution work skills make

to the life of the individual worker by promoting his or her ability to

earn a living, to make maximum use of personal capacities, and to attain

the satisfaction that comes from a feeling of competence and independence.

People acquire work skills by general education, vocationally-oriented

education at all levels, Including professional, and learning opportunities

provided by employers, either on the job or in special programs. The way

in which these three modes are combined differs widely from one situation

to another, depending on the individual, the occupation, and the social

milieu. The major role of employer-provided learning is to adapt previously

acquired general knowledge and skills to the needs of the job. But because

on- the -job learning often comes after the others, it has to serve also to

make up for their deficiencies. And because employer- provided learning

serves the functions both of enhancing skills for promotion and of changing

skills for adaptation to changing technology, it must often include general

knowledge and involve a return to school. Thus, training provided by

employers serves the critical role of completing the process of skill

acquisition and includes necessary general learning as well as specif

vocational preparation.



Because of its importance as the capstone of skill acquisition,

employer-provided training is the focus of intensive interest. Workers

see good training as contributing to their income and chances for promotion;

many collective - bargaining agreements provide for and regulate training.

To minority workers, access to training opportunities is a key to equal

opportunity not merely for employment but for promotion to the better-

paying, higher - status jobs. Employers see training in a variety of ways:

some as a burden and cost--especially if trained workers quit and take

their newly acquired skills to another firm; others as essential to assure

a supply of skilled workers, improve productivity or quality of service,

adapt to new technologies or ways of doing business, or attract and retain

workers in the firm. The public interest is in enhancing productivity

and economic growth, reducing structural unemployment by retraining workers

with obsolete skills or giving disadvantaged workers entree into jobs.

This paper will focus on employer-provided training, both on-the-job

and that provided by more formal methods, including helping the worker

to take courses in schools. It will not deal with work-study or cooperative

programs in which students are given opportunities to work while still in

school as a part of the learning and maturation process. This paper will

deal only with the private economy, although government agencies also conduct

training for their employees. It will examine the role of employer-provided

training in the total system--if it can be called a system--for skill acquisi-

tion. It will describe the needs and motivations for training and the

amounts and kinds of training provided. It will present new challenges and

tasks that training will be called upon to cope with. And, finally, it

will discuss what role government should take in enhancing this type of

training.

-2- 11



THE ROLE OF EMPLOYEE-PROVIDED TRAINING

This section will begin by discussing the ways in which people acquire

work skills in the United States, Lad how general education, vocationally -

oriented education, and on-the-job learning contribute to skill acquisition.

It will describe the needs employer-provided training is designed to meet

and the kinds of training given. The insights provided by economic theory

will be briefly summarized.

A. die S stem for Skill Ac --n in the United States

The term "system" in this context implies no integrated, planned, or

even systematic arrangement, but rather the variety of modes, methods, and

institutions that have developed, each more or less independently of the

others, some competing for clients, and related only in that each is shaped

to some extent by the existence of the others and by its efforts to find a

niche for itself in a busy marketplace.

To put some order into this, one may distinguish among general educa-

tion, vocationally-oriented education,* and on-the-job learning. But, in

fact, no element of the system serves one of these purposes solely. The

high school and the four-year college are thought of as providing general

education, yet high schools not only provide courses identified as "voca-

tional education," but also give students pursuing an academic track the

opportunity to learn such job-related skills as typing,while colleges provide

a variety of major fields of specialization that are designed to qualify

the graduate for entry into certain professional or technical occupations.

Similarly, there is a general educational component--usually a weak one--

*This clumsy expression refers to any education program designed to

impart skills that will qualify the student for entry into a specific occupa-

tion. It includes vocational education as generally understood, as well as

college education in engineering, law, or other occupations, and many programs

at the community college or technical institute level.



in many vocationally-oriented education programs. Finally, employer-

provided training, whose main function is to adapt the school-learned

skills to the way work is conducted in the firm, finds itself providing

some general education, whether to make up for the deficiencies of the

school system (for example, teaching "communications skills"--how to write

in English) or to give management personnel a background in psychology,

economics, mathematics, or natural sciences

management skills.

The general level of educational attainment in the United States is

high in the sense that most people get many years of schooling. The cur

as part of training in broad

situation is more accurately portrayed by the educational experience of

ent

young adults than by that of the entire adult population or the labor force,

since school attainment has increased in recent decades. More than four-

fifths of the youth in their earl twilnties had completed 4 years of high

school or more in the mid-sey3 and more than one-fifth had completed

4 or more years of college (Census, P-20, No 274, Table 1). Among black

youth, 72 percent had 4 years of high school or more. Thus, even allowing

for some of the well-publicized deficiencies of high school education,

a high proportion of youth has attained literacy and a knowledge of general

arithmetic and science that serves as a background for learning work'skills.

In addition to general education, there is an extensive enterprise

-providing-vocationally-oriented education. To show the relative size of the

components of this activicy, one

on graduations.. Enrollments are

load of the training effort, but

may use either enrollment data orstatistics

useful as a measure of the voluale or work

not as a measure of the number of people who

benefit from the program; for' example; enrollments in a four-year program

be-double those in a two -year program affecting the same number:of



people. Moreover, many who enroll drop out before getting much benefit.

Data on graduations or completions, on the other hand, show the number

of people who have gone through defined training curricula and emerged with

whatever bundle of skills or learning the program has been designed to

impart.

This way of looking at vocationally-oriented education is exemplified

in Table 1, which shows for a recent year the outflow of graduates of the

various programs and which may serve as a map of the structure of this

type of education.'

The size of these graduating classes is impressive when placed into

perspective by comparison with the population at the typical ages when these

courses are completed. Those completing vocational education in secondary

school amount to nearly one -third of the 18-year-olds. Those completing

courses in institutions of higher-education amount to nearly as high a

proportion of the applicable age groups - about 30 percent. Graduates of

postsecondary public vocational education courses and private trade, tech-

nical, and business schools amount to about 21 percent of the population

at appropriate ages. Adding the three figures together, we get 83 percent,

but, in fact, less than this proportion of the population gets these types

of education because some individuals go through more than one of the pro-

grams - e.g., a graduate of a secondary-school vocational course who later

completes a postsecondary vocational course or gets an associate. or bachelor's

'One component, 4-year colleges, is included even though not all of

their graduates have taken courses recognized as vocational preparation.
Many bachelor's degree graduates are qualified for employment on the basis

of their degree, including graduates in architecture, engineering, accounting,

business, journalism, nursing, computer sciences, education, physical and

occupational therapy, medical laboratory technology, dental hygiene, and

dietetics. Liberal arts graduates, though not 41Talified by their bacca-

laureate to work in their major fields, are sought by many employers who hire

college graduates for sales or management trainee positions.



Table 1. Vocational Preparation Inatitutions in tie
United Etated and Their Output: Numbers of
Persons Completing Various Types of
Vocationally-Oriented Ed4cation, as a
Perdent'of the Population at the Rilevant
Age, 1976

Type of Institution Number

Percent
of Relevant
Age_ Cohort

Secondary school vocational curricula

Postsecondary vocational curricula,

*378,000 32.5

non-college, total 885,000 20.9
Public 537,000 12.7
Private': 348,000 8.2

Institutions of highereducation, total 1,169,000 29.8
Community college occupational

curricula 243,000
4-year college, -no graduate or
professional degree 551 000 14.0

First profeasional degrees hea h
fields, 'law theology) *4000. 1.7

Graduate- degrees,-masters* 312,000 8.3

Adult And on-therjob programs, total 984,000
Apprenticeship (registered Programs 49000
Military- training applicableto civilian

jobs
Adult,vodatloaal edudation
CETA clasaroOMJIS0-000) and on-the-
job (63,000) training

Job Cariii

Sources , an d 'notes
.'See-Appendix;

. . .

An additional ,000 doctdirate-degrees:were-graUted, but-thesaiii
excldded:from-the.table_to-Aivoid-.double-cpuntink sine, most of ,them had
previously received master's` degrees,



degree at a higher education institution.
2

Offsetting this double-

counting, however, are two groups: the large number who drop out of

these courses before completing them, but who receive a partial vocational

preparation, and those who complete an adult or on-the-job training program

such as those shown at the bottom of the table. Nearly a million people

completed Oese, including military training of the kind applicable to

civilian jobs, adult vocational curricula, CETA training, formal appren-

ticeship and Job Corps training. For most of these, an applicable age

group cannot be identified.

What this table shows is that the number of people completing

vocationally-oriented courses annually is not far below the total size

of the population cohort entering the labor force. It is apparent that

most workers get not only 12 or more years of general education but also

some significant occupational preparation in school and come to their jobs

with at least some theoretical background for an occupation and some partly

developed work skills. Only a minority - although a significant number -

the youth enter the labor force without having 'completed a vocationally-

oriented curriculum, including those who do not finish high school and many

of those whose high school education was general or academic, or whose

college degree was in liberal arts.

B. The Needs Employer - provided Training Must Meet

The workplace picks up where the schools left off. For new workers,

several things musebe accomplished by employer-provided training. First

the general skills they have acquired must be supplemented and focused

2
In 1976, 24 percent of those completing secondary school vocational

curricula continued full-time school, according to follow-up surveys
reported by the Office of Education (1978, p. 16).



to adapt to the way work is done in the enterprise. Second, in many cases,

orientation to the firm's policies, rules, and organization is provided.

And, third, in all too many instances, the deficiencies of the vocational

preparatibn, and even of the general education, must be made up.

The latter function of entry training has been well publicized. A

frequent complaint of industry over the years has been that the schoo are

not doing their job. This is voiced with respect to basic skills that the

schools are assumed to be competent to provide, such as the three R's, as

well as to vocational skills. A common criticism of vocational education

at the secondary school level is that it teaches obsolete methods on antique

equipment. That some Masters of Business Administration have had nd courses

in accounting is the complaint of many employers, often accompanied by the

bitter remark, "The thing they teach best is arrogance." This hasheen a

long-standing problem, arising out of rigidities and traditionalism in

educational institutions and failured of communication between them and

employe As long as.employers cannot get these deficiencies corrected

by the schools, they will have to continue to make them,upi their own

training.

In addition to introducing new workers, employer-provided training

performs several other functions: upgrading skills for promotion -_--training

where new production methods are

nel to products or new c

regulations on workersafety

ntroduCed, and adapting managerial persOn-

affecting-business, such as government

environmental pollution, or-affirmative action

for equal employment. opportunity.

Sometimes the training is given in belated recogn tion of a serious

_deficiency in work:skills. This is dramatically illustrated in two new

headlinemaking trainingprograms begun in the summer Of 1979: the creation



of a Nuclear Operations Institute to set up a training program for oper-

ating staff of nuclear electric generating plants following the Three Mile

Island near- disaster (Washington Post, June 29, 1979), and the special

training program for mainLenance workers on DC-10 airplanes following the

crash of an American Airlines plane in Chicago.

Several other reasons for training in industry may be identified.

is the desire to assure "occupational vitality - morale, in the sense

commitment to work - particularly among professionals and managers"

(Lusterman, 1977, p. 6). Another is the desire to stabilize employment,

reduce turnover, and fill needs for shortage skills from within. Still

another purpose is to make the firm attractive to workers, who may be willing

"to trade lower pay for learning opportunity" (ibid.).

The focus of training differs among occupations, partly reflecting the

relative roles of schooling and experience in skill development. For

managerial occupations, with their great inter-firm mobility, orientation

to the firm is an important reason for training. Also, as the development

of new management methods (such as "management by objective") seizes the

imagination of administration, or as the climate in which business is done

changes - for example because of new regulatory laws - management must be

trained to cope (Myers, pp. 71-80; Clark and Davis, p. 179).

Training is given for sales workers to acquaint them with new products,

as well as to improve their sales techniques. In some subject fields, there

is little training available except through the firm. For retail sales

people, the subject matter in which training is needed is not complex; but

high turnover requires a constant volume of short-duration training, limited

by the inadvisability of investing too much in any individual (Clark and

Davis, p. 181).



Supervisory training concentrates on how to supervise and how to

teach, as well as how to operate under new personnel practices, such as

those required by equal employment opportunity laws.

For craft and operative workers, training focuses on promotion and

skill upgrading, including full craft training by systematic rotation

through a variety of operations and short-term training. Automobile and

appliance companies train not only production workers but also servicemen

and repairmen, both their own employees and those of their customers or

dealers.

lerical workers receive much of their initial skill development in

schoi5ls (both secondary schools and private business schools) andemployer-

provided training tends to be general orientation plus special programs for

such occupations as key-punch operators ur bank tellers (Myers, pp. 51-60).

Training for professionalandtechnical_workers - the occupations for

which schooling is most extensive - is largely for upgrading and for

updating skills to keep UP with changing technology in their fields. Many

professional workers move up to managerial jobs for which their professional

education has given them little preparation, and training or outside courses

are often focused on broadening their skills (Myers, pp. 61-70'.

The special needs for training in industrial organizations reflect heir

technology and structure, as well as the occupations they employ and the

modes of preparation available for these operations. Industry's role depends

in part on how much of the training in the various occupations is done by the

schools. For example, according to its assistant vice- president _o

and education, the Bell System can hire already,trained workers in only a few

occupations, including automobile mechanics, some clerical and data syStems

jobs, and professional jobs such as accountant, lawyer, physician- nurse,-



psychologist, and engineer. These are the exceptions, and even in these

jobs there are many skills and much knowledge specific to the Bell System

to be lea -_ed before the already-available skills can be effectively applied.

For most of its jobs, Bell gives initial formal training and continues to

provide training from time to time W. Frank Blount, in testimony before

Senate Committee on Labor and Human Resources, June 6-7, 1979).

The effect of the structure of the career ladder in industry and the

role of school-based preparation in skill development is illustrated in

the contrast between the job and promotion structure in hospitals and that

of industries such as steel, automobiles, and petroleum refining. Hospitals

employ many occupations for valich'training is provided in schools, including

pharmacists, X-ray technologists, respiratory therapy workers, occupational

and physical therapists, audiologists, dieticians, and speech pathologists.

These workers are hired from outside and given little or no training by the

hospital. Nor can workers hired in entry-Tobs, such as hospital attendants,

aspire to promotion into these jobs. Training in hospitals is for limited

objectives - qualifying untrained workers for employment and upgrading

within groupings of jobs where some promotional opportunities exist (U.S.

Department of Labor, Occupational_ Outlook Handbook 1978-79 Edition, pp. 447-

515). Such untrained workers, however, amount to 60 to 70 percent of hospital

personnel, and increasing attention is being given to their training (D.L.

Ki- erly, Vice President, Human Resources, Michael Reese Hospital and Medical

Center, Chicago, in U.S Department of HEW, National Institute of Education,

1979).

In steel, automobiles, petroleum, and chemicals, well-defined promotional

sequences and tall promotion ladders are found; a worker is hired as a yard

laborer r other unskilled worker and works up to semi-skilled and often



skilled production and maintenance jobs. Few jobs are filled by hiring,

except at the bottom. In men's apparel and many shoe and textile plants,

on the other hand, there is an open structure, so that practically every

job is a hiring .classification. There is:little or no movement within the

plant. The structure determines which skills the employer trains himself

and which he expects some other training institution to produce. This is

affected by the extent to which the skills are firm-specific, in which case

there is more likely to be internal promotion and training (Doeringer, in

U.S. Department ,Labor, Manpower Administration Monograph No. 7, 196 6,

pp. 9-10).

In summary, the use and role of training within industry differs,

depending on the contribution of schools in preparing for specific occupa-

tions and on the career ladder structure of the industry or the firm which

tends to think of training that it engages in as a necessary business

expense, not primarily as a fringe benefit for employees. A survey of train-

ing in industry reported:

While incidentally supportive of the job and career aspirations
of pirticipating employees, most employer-sponsored eddcation
and training stems from business,deeds . . Only a small-number
[of business executives] Oink . . that these prograims include
subjects or skills that "are really the responsibility of the
schools to provide." Typically, these spokesmen regard all or
most of their Companies' edudation ancrtraining activities as
legitimate and necessary business functions (husterman, 1977, p. 1).

That there are some doubts in.industry about this serious view is brought

out in the comment of a steel company executive cited in the same report (p.

6): "Training-has-often been-a-form-of-enterta entin-inddstry."--One-

delotee of training comment- bitterly that "t wining is the stepchild of

the world of work and is not taken very seriously at all" (Gilbert, 1976, p.

4). And skepticism. about training is reflected in the .reasons given by



respondents to a Bureau of Labor Statistics survey for the fact that they

do not provide formal training: the most common reason was that "informal

training satisfies the needs," but more than a quarter of the respondents

in metalworking industries said they preferred to recruit trained workers;

many said they had so few skilled jobs that structured training was unneces-

sary; about one-quarter said they did not have the capability to provide

structured training; and a few pointed to the risk of training workers and

then losing them to other firms (U.S. Department of Labor, Occupational

Trainingin Selected Metalwork _Industries, 1974, pp. 11-13).

The attitudes and motivations of employers with respect to training,

then, are not entirely uniform. Organized labor also has mixed attitudes.

On one hand, some unions are supportive of training, and especially of

apprenticeship; training is seen as the route to promotion and to improving

the individual worker's earning power and marketable skills. Training is

regulated by many collective bargaining agreements; in 1976, 695 cut of

1570 major agreements (covering 1,000 or more workers) analyzed by BLS had

apprenticeship provisions. These agreement` covered nearly half of the

6.7 million workers covered by'the major agreements. Provisions about other

training on the job were negotiated in 589 agreements, also covering nearly

half the workers. These programs were designed to qualify workers in

different or higher skills or to upgrade existing skills. Such agreements

were found in every one of the 31 industries analyzed, with the large

number of workers covered by them showing up in transportation equipment

and primary metals manufacturing and in transportation and construction.

In 78 agreements, covering about 12 percent of the workers, tuition aid was

provided (U.S. Department of Labor, Cha cteristics of Major Collective

Bargaining Agreements,- July 1, 1976, p. 76).



Labor's concern about training stems from its effect on workers'

earning ability and security, from a desire to control the supply of labor

to prevent an excess of trained workers over job opportunities, -and fro

a concern about the potential for abuse of government subsidies. Where

subsidies exist, unions want to prevent employers from taking advantage

the subsidy and then discarding the worker, using him or her only while

subsidized and in lieu of workers to whom the firm would otherwise have

pay a full wage. Unions press for creating openings for the new workers

being trained, so that they can stay with the company and start a.career,

and urge that to create these openings, other workers,should be upgraded.

"The solution to the problem of structural unemployment relies heavily on

the career ladder concept" (Fry, 1979, p. 10).

Another labor concern is to assure access to training when technolog-

ical change threatens to make some jobs obsolete. Many union agreements

tall for advance notification of impending technological changes and

provision of retraining for employees potentially displaced (Belitsky, 1977,

g). (Provisions of major collective bargaining agreements as of 1967

are summarized in Task Force on Occupational Training in Industry, 1968,

Vol. 11, pages 82-93.)

C. Modes of Training

Training provided by employers takes several forms, uses a variety of

methods, and, as indicated in the-previous section, includes a wide range

of content, depending both on the skills to be imparted and the purpose of

the training.

In form, training runs the gamut between informal and highly fo ized.

The. traditional way-many jobs are taught-is to put the -worker on the

with a few brief instructions from the 'supervisor or a fellow worker and



keep an eye on the new worker to correct mistakes. For complex jobs, the

worker begins on .a simple task and goes on to others when this task is

mastered. The worker learns by watching others, by trial and error, by

informal discussion or even by trying out other tasks in lunch break, and

by moving around in the plant. More formal training comes in when the

worker is put through a systematic rotation of tasks to develop a rounded

skill.

In a complex organization or where knowing something of the technology

is important to the job, even more formal training may be introduced. The

worker thus learns the "why" in addition to the ' (Clark and Davis,

1975, p. 178). Instruction may be given individually or in a small group,

in a classroom at the plant, by lecture, or through audio-visual aids,

programmed learning, or other methods more flexibly adapted to teaching

an individual. Finally, arrangements may be made for courses at a local

school or for bringing an instructor from the school into the workplace.

For #chool programs, employers pay all or part of the tuition ("tuition aid"),

and sometimes the workers are released for this training during working hours,

while receiving their regular pay.

Apprenticeship is a time-honored mode of on-the-job training, involving

systematic rotation through a series of tasks over several years, as well

as classroom instruction in the theoretical aspects of the craft. As shown

in Table 1, only about one percent of the new workers complete formal appren-

ticeships registered with official bodies. An additional number, which is

estimated to be about half again as many, complete apprenticeships not so

registered (Swerdloff, 1978). In addition some companies provide less formal

programs for training craft workers, involving more on-the-job experience,

with less rigid sequences of assignments and about half the classroom



instruction required for apprenticeship; such programs may take eight

or more years to complete, compared to 4 years for the typical apprentice-

ship (papl2rmftstEad Training Report of the President, 1977, page 97).

This variety of modes represents a continuum over the range of degrees

of formality, and aach employer has the opportunity to choose for each

training program the method best adapted to the company's needs. A variety

of considerations affects the choice. The informal or minimally formal

training at the work station "emphasizes learning by doing and keeps theoret-

ical explanations to a minimum," one study points out. "This is particularly

attractive to people who have been 'turned off' by earlier experiences with

book learning, or who for other reasons learn best from concrete occurrences"

(Belitsky, 1977, p. 10). The concrete learning that occurs in this situation

is less likely than a classroom experience to impart a generalized skill

that the worker can take to other jobs and therefore is preferred by those

employers who fear losing their investment in training as a result of

turnover.

On the other hand, the "buddy sys by which the new worker learns

from an experienced worker is not always welcomed by the latter; there is

a traditional fear of giving away methods learned by long experience to a

new (and sometimes younger and more vigorous) worker who can soon attain

equal or even greater productivity. Workers sometimes say that the worker

who learns by watching his or her fellows is "stealing the job." Where

job security is not assured; this foar cart130 a_potent_forde. - :Also,

common view among professionaltraining officers is that completely informal

instruction by a fellow -orker is not always desirable because it may lead-

to inculcation of negative or counterproductive attitudes (Robert Allen,

in Craig (ed.) 1976)=. (It is diffiCult to see how a new worker could be



prevented from picking up a udes from fellow workers regardles the

method by which he or she is rained.)

The more formal programs, requiring training staff, equipment, class-

rooms, etc., become increasingly expensive, especially when the workers'

time away from production is being paid for. Tuition aid may be less

costly. On the other hand, the costs and time involved in travel to a

school encourage some employers to offer the training in the workplace,

during or after work hours The industry-based training programs have the

advantage, when compared to schools, of not being bound by the traditional

school model of classroom, course content, lecture, semesters, examinations,.

and credits; newer teaching technologies can be used, including programmed

learning, audio-visual aids, And,training targeted to the needs. -Betause of

these and a variety of other considerations, many f-rms operate more than

one kind of training.

There is some evidence that formal methods of been on

the increase. According to one survey of practices in firms, eXclusive use

of informal methods declined from 40 percent to 20 percent from 1962 to 1969.-

The sample is hardly representative, however (Clark and Davis, 179, citing

a Bureau of National Affairs survey).

The coats of more formal training are one of the reasons why more of

goes on in larger than in smaller plants. Other factors are simply the

need to have a "critical mass - enough workers requiring a particular

training program at-a-particular 'ttme to warrant setting-it up,-and-a-large

enough work force to support a training staff. Vendors of training materials

meet the needs of small plants to some extent by providing individualized

instruction materials. Nevertheless, surveys continue to show less activity

in smaller fir



D. Bconomic TheoryBearing_on raining

Two innovations in economic theory shed some light on the economics

of training. One of these is "human capital" theory, the other, the theory

of internal labor markets.

The first of these is concerned with the investment in human beings

involved in giving them education or training. It examines the return to

this investment in the same way as the return to an investment in any other

asset is analyzed. (If this seems a cold, calculating approach, it is

precisely this characteristic that places it comfortably in the icy main-

stream of economic thinking.) In applying the analysis to training, Gary

Becker, in the seminal work in this field, made a fundamental distinction

between general and specific training (Becker, 1962, 1964). Specific train-

ing is that which prepares a worker only for work in the firm; general

training prepares him or her for work in other firma as well. An example

of the first is orientation to the organization of the firm, or training

in a technology or process used only by a single firm. An example of the

second is an apprenticeship in a craft or training in a skill that is widely

employed, such as welder. Becker argues that since the worker is free to

quit and carry his general skill to another job, the firm will not bear

the cost of general training; instead as a result of the operation of

competitive forces, the worker will bear,it, through reduced earnings while

in training. The worker receiving specific training,'however, will receive

his fUll wage (based on his marginal productivity), and the company will

bear the cost of training.

This theory has beervaccepted and elaborated by many taco=

them, Mincer estimated that the rate of'return_in the inveatmehtin on-the-

Jut, training sae favorable: it, accounted for at least-on_ quarter of the



considerable difference between earnings of college graduates and those

of high school graduates (Mincer, 1962).

This theory presents some problems, however. One is that in practice

the distinction between general and specific training is not always clear;

g much training has elements of both. On another aspect, as Blaug (1972, p.

194) points out, the fact that few firms have records of the costs of

training - even of the direct costs, not to mention the indirect costs which

include overhead, rent, workers' wages while in training, etc. - raises a

question whether they have, in fact, any basis by which to reduce the wage

of the recipient of general training so that he absorbs the costs. The

theory depends on the existence of a perfectly free market for labor and

other factors of production and fails to account for the effects of less than

full mobility on the part of workers who have received general training, or,

indeed, the impact of unions on wage rates (Eckaus, 1963, p. 504).

Some employers do act, at least in part, in a manner consistent with

the theory; some see the possibility that they will lose trained workers by

turnover as a reason for not providing training, (e.g. the responses to a

BLS survey cited above ) and others express a preference for giving only

specific training, because they fear losing workers with general training

by turnover (Clark and Davis, p. 182). This consciousness of the un-

ship between general training and turnover gives some support to the theory,

but the news hasn't reached these employers that the workers, not they, will

bear the cost of the general training.

The human capital theory has implications for the issue of government

financial support for training in industry. The government's interest is

skill development for maximum viability in the labor market, and not in

developing skills usable only in a single firm, so it should support general,



but not specific training. But if the cost of general training is paid

for, not by the employer, but by the worker through a wage rate lower than

would be warranted by his productivity, the government would be justified

in contributing only if the resultant wage would be below the legal minimum

wage, or so low that the worker would not be attracted to the job. This

circumstance could arise, for example, if welfare, unemployment compensation,

food stamps, and other benefits available to the worker made the reduced

wage offered an insufficient incentive to go to work.

The theory of internal labor markets, first expressed by Clark Kerr

(1950) and most recently made popular by Peter Doeringer and Michael Piore

(1966, 1971), describes the "labor market" within the firm as only weakly

linked to that outside. Workers enter mainly in unskilled entry jobs and

advance through seniority, promotion, and upgrading training. Once in the

firm, a worker's employment and wage rate are governed by factors in addi-

tion to the marginal productivity of the worker's own labor: a web of rights

conferred by status, usually achieved and enforced by collective bargaining -

rights to promotion, training, security of employment. The worker's status

and wage are governed by rules, of which the general one is seniority. The

rules, spelled out in collective bargaining agreements, specify promotion

and training sequences and identify the hiring jobs or "entry ports" through

which workers come from outside. Unlike human capital theory, internal

labor market theory does take into account the role of unions.

To the structure of rules developed by collective bargaining has been

added a new set of rules imposed by law, dealing with equal employment oppor-

tunity. These ules affect not only .entry but also promotion and access to

ning. They will be discussed more fully in a later this

paper, at this point their releVance to the other rules governing the



internal labor market is noted.

The implications of the internal labor market were summarized by

John Dunlop, as indicating

the crucial importance in our society of having a job. Once
you have a job...many things follow. Adjustments take place
in the enterprise... This underscores the importance of
preparing people to get a first job, and I think this defines
a major priority for public policy (U.S. Department Of Labor,

rk Force Ad ustments in Private Industry, Manpower/Alternatives
Research Monograph No. 7, p. B.).

While it is fair to say that the theory of internal labor rkets is not

linked logically with the structure of neoclassical economic theory, as is

human capital theory, but is rather more institutional and empirical, its

insights contribute significantly to the understanding of training in

industry.



III. THE EXTENT OF TRAINING

This section will attempt to sketch out the extent or prevalence

training provided by employers and the different forms that it takes.

After a brief discussion of problems in measuring training, it will look

first at what the available statistics say about the number and proportion

of firms that give formal training and the types of firms that do so (i.e.,

by industry and size) and then at the more important question of the number

and percentage of workers receiving training and their occupations. A

view of training from another vantage point - reports by the workers them-

selves on the kinds of education and training they have received over their

lives - will then be taken. Some information on the costs and benefits of

training will also be sought.

The reader should be warned at the outset that what this paper has to

share on this subject is frustration. Now much and what kind of training

goes on, who gives it, whete it is given, who gets it, how much it costs,

and what good'it does have not been measured adequately in the United States.

This is interesting in view of the millions of workers involved, the billions

of dollars spent, and the hoped-for effects on productivity, worker income,

international competitiveness of the nation's economy, and equality o

employment opportunity.

A. feast-tivitP
Tobegin with, we must face the fact that the mode of training

appears by common observation to be the most Valent - informal-learning

.under the eye of the-supervisor or fellow r is not. going to be

measured. by any survey of -eMplOyers. S.Uth'infOrMal'on7the -job learning _

eeti as an integral part of the training prOceas even by firms that provide



formal training.

Increasingly, off-the-job instruction and periods of work are
being viewed as integrated parts of a learning experience or
developmental whole. Indeed, to many executives, efforts
during recent years to link these two learning modes haye been
the most significant development in the field (Lusterman, 1977,
p. 9).

Informal training cannot be measured because records are not kept, and,

Since both the training and the production are joint products of the

effort, no cost data can be developed.

Even a somewhat more structured mode of training - systematic rotation

of the employee among an number of tasks so that he or she develops a

rounded skill - is difficult to measure, for the same reasons. A recent

survey excludes such training from its definition, unless an instructor is

present:

Training is defined as a structured program to permit employees
to acquire or improve skills... A structured training program
must have an identifiable plan..,involve the active presence of
an instructor or trainer... A teaching machine or some other
programmed self-learning device may be substituted... In cases
of training not related to apprenticeship, a supervisor or fellow
employee who, incidental to his main responsibility, gives
occasional, unscheduled instruction should not be considered an
instructor or trainer (BLS, 1977, p. 37; emphasis in original).

In that survey, not only completely informal training but also the first stage

up to more formal training was excluded - a decision probably made in the

interest of getting greater precision in what was measured. So we must be

resigned to'identifying and measuring only a part of the total training

provided by employers.

A second measurement problem is that notell'aurveys_obtain a represen-

tative Sample of firms 't© survey. Some-Of the,Ourveys'of training in -

in4ustrY, luding surveys whos esults are very illuminating as

ith a list of whose



interest in training or in personnel practices has led them to join one

or another association whose membership was then surveyed (for example,

Bureau of National Affairs, 1978). They are obviously not typical of all

firms with respect to training activity, and such surveys cannot reveal the

true extent of training.

A third problem, and one on which several of the surveys have foundered,

is nonresponse. Experience has shown that nonresponse is associated with

lack of interest in the subject of the survey, and it is usually found that

the characteristic being measured - in this case, training activity - is

less prevalent among those who did not respond to the original questionnaire

than among those who did. It is standard statistical practice, therefore,

to follow up a sample of nonrespondents and, on the basis of the information

they provide, to adjust the estimates to reflect the incidence of the

characteristic in the whole universe being studied, or, if this is not

possible, at least to indicate the amount of error resulting from nonresponse.

Unfortunately and inexplicably, in neither of the two recent surveys on

which we must depend for a measure of the incidence of training in industry

was any use made of the information from nonrespondents. The Conference

Board's survey (Lusterman, 1977), despite evidence from a nonrespondent

follow-up that the respondents, who were only -2 percent of the original

mailing list, gave more training than nonrespondents, based all its tabula-

tions on the 22 percent. The Bureau of Labor Statistics went to the trouble

and cost of visiting 550 firms who failed to respond to its mail survey, and

then did not use - did not even report on - the results of the follow up4

the tabulations in the survey are based on the 59 percent, of the sample that

responded (BLS, 1977).



In view of this disappointing performance in recent surveys by reputable

organizations, it is heart-warming to see the attention to adjusting for

nonresponse in the report on a 1957 survey by authors who make no claims

to statistical expertise (Clark and Sloan, 1958).

A few other practices followed in the two recent surveys defeat attempts

to use them as definitive measures of training activity. The Conference

Board survey tabulated the incidence of each of four types of training pro-

grams reported by its respondents, but did not tabulate a simple tally of

the number of firms that had an formal training, so this cannot be inferred.

The BLS, in the interest of precision in manpower information, identified

training in 14 specific skilled occupations, but only indirectly did they

get a hint of the existence of any training for other occupations; 5 percent

of the firms surveyed reported that they trained for other occupations but

not for the 14, but there is no information on whether firms that provided

training for the 14 occupations also provided it for others.

Another way to get picture of training is to survey workers themselves

and, in this way, measure not only current training activity but also the

training received during each worker's prior life experiences, and its rela-

tion to his or her education, occupation, and personal characteristics.

Several major attempts to do this have been made: a 1964 report based on a

survey of a nationwide sample of workers (Manpower Administration, 1964); a

question on vocational training that was asked in the 1970 Census (Bureau of

the Census, 1973); and questions asked in various longitudinal surveys such

as the Parnes surveys of various segments of the population (e.g. Parries'

1974). Such surveys can provide great insight into the contribution that

training and other forms of skill acquisition made in the experience of

individuals. They are, however, subject to severe problems of accuracy



of reporting and of recollection of events that occurred years earlier.

For example, the Bureau of the Census reports great inconsistency between

responses to its 1970 census question, on vocational training received and

responses to a re-interview (Bureau of the Census, 1974).

The disappointing experience of trying to draw conclusions from recent

surveys of training has led to somewhat more detailed and specific recommen-

dations for improvement of statistics at the end of this report than would

normally be appropriate.

B. firms That Give Trainin and orkers Who Get li

A first cut at a general survey of training in the economy, conducted

by the Department of Labor in 1962, showed that only one out of five estab-

lishments sponsored some type of formal training, and only 7 percent of the

workers were enrolled in training at the time of the survey. Safety training

accounted for half of these enrollees, and general orientation another 8

percent, so that only about 40 percent (or less than 3 percent of all employed

workers) were being given skill improvement training. The largest numbers

(10 percent of the trainees) were taking administrative end supervisory

training; 7 percent, sales training, and 6 percenc., training for the skilled

trades (U.S. Department of Labor, 1965).

Typically, a higher proportion of large companies engage in training.

A 1957 survey of the nation's largest corporations showed that most of them

provided educational programs for their employees. Questionnaires

mailed to the 500 largest corporations as listed by FOrturie magazine, and

72,percent of them responded. Of those responding, 85 percent reported

some sort of educational program. (When alloWanCe ie made fcr nonresponse,:

the estimated incidence of programs between 61 and 89

none of the nonrespondents had p

percent--i.e.,

ems the figure for all 500 corporations



would have been 61 percent; if all of the nonrespondents had programs, the

figure would have been 89 percent.) In 67 percent of the responding firms

(41 to 71 percent of the total) the programs were conducted both within and

outside of the firm; in 28 percent (17 to 47 percent of the total) only

within the firm. Among the reporting firms, training for supervisors was

most common; it was offered by 92 percent of the firms reporting. Profes-

sionals received educational programs in 71 percent of the firms, factory

operatives in 45 percent, clerical workers ire 31 percent (Clark and Sloan,

1958, pp. 13-24).

A broader spectrum of industry was surveyed by the Conference Board

for the period 1974-75 (Lusterman, 1977). The sampling frame included all

firms with 500 or more employees; firms of this size employed 32 million

persons at the time, or about half the wage and salary workers in private

nonfarm establishments.

In this survey the formal training modes were structured as follows:

(1) Company courses, whether conducted by company personnel or outside insti-

tutions and contractors, and whether they are held on or off the company's

premises; some are held during work hours, some after hours. (2) Tuition --

aid rograms selected and arranged for by employees, who are reimbursed

fully or partly by the firm; the courses are normally after working hours,

and at colleges or universities, but sometimes the instructors come to

places more convenient for the employees--eVen in some cases to company

premises. (3) Other outside courses offered by such organizations as the

American Management Association, the Conference Board, professional societies,

trade associations or corporate suppliers of training. They are open to

employees of more than a single firm and are taken during working hours.



Among the 22 percent of firms responding, the following percentages

reported haVing various types of training programs (Lusterman, ±16T
.
cit.,

Table 2.6)*:

Tuition aid (for after-hours courses) 89%

Other outside courses (during work hours) 74%

Company courses (during work hours) 70%

Company courses (after hours) 39% **

The largest firms had the highest incidence of each type of program:

for example, 96 percent of the firms with 10,000 or more employees had

company courses during work hours, but only 55 percent of those in the

smallest size class, 500-999 employees, had such programs.

The prevalence of training programs was generally similar among industries,

except that wholesale and retail trade had a lower incidence of each type of

program than the other sectors (Lusterman, Table 2.6).

On the critical question of the number of employees-receiving training,

their occupations, and the kinds of training they got, the survey report is

unclear. It is possible, however, to piece together a rough estimate of

the total incidence of training. Employees who had participated in company

courses in the previous year totaled 4.4 million, or 13 percent of all

workers firms employing 500 or more; 3.7 million (11 percent) had partici-

pated in programs during hours, and only 700,000 (2 percent) in after -hours

programs (Lusteeman,-p. 11). In addition to -those -participating in company

*The 22 per6ent respon e doe not represent. incidence of`of training
o:the entire poPulation, as shwa- by the lower-incidenee reported by the
.44 percent of nonrespondents who replied to ''a fel.lic4-up *144.- The

diffokomoe'ranged fiom,--2.petcentfewer firms reporting com pippoourees
.

doring.h060.,to Itupeicini'fewerteportio.00tside-0,0too*thirinr,bours
.

(Linteroidi,Tole c.3); With_tfie infotmation poKishoci.4-the4OPOrt, it
is so*..possible. to estimate:, the,effect 4:4-nonresponaerTbles. '._Tbe:figures

- otect-:abo,..*:.differ from thOi4,Pr**teC4Talitli';'2il of the report, which`
Marke-,-.4nOOkiSOi, according 8;telipfiarie:,aonversaiion iittiv, Mr. Seymour
1415-4ritae,

ermAn=tahle Odscsd_or adapted in,thiestaper
h



courses, there were 1.3 million participants annually in tuition aid pro-

grams, or 4 percent of all workers, according to a rough estimate by the

author of the study based on a 1970 Conference Board survey (Lu terman,

p. 11). To this must be added the employees who participated in courses

other than tuition-aid provided by non-company sources. The report gives

no estimate of the number involved, but this form of training absorbed 9

percent of the training expenditures (Lusterman, Table 2.7). Making a

rough estimate on the basis of the cost figures, this group of workers

may have added about 10 percent to the numbers receiving training, or about

600,000. If we assume that none of these four groups of workers partici-

pated in more than one type of course, the total number of workers involved

in formal training was about 6.3 million, or about one out of five of the

32 million workers employed in firms with 500 or more employees.

-The percentage of employees participating in company courses (13 percent,

overall) was fairly uniform in the larger size companies (14-16 percent),

but in the smallest size firms it dropped to 10 percent (Lusterman, Table

2.2). By industry there was less uniformity; manufacturing firms had only

7 percent participation, finance and insurance as high as 20 percent, and

in the other sectors, the range was 12 to 15 percent. Most of the partici-

pation was in courses during work hours (Lusterman, Table 2.7).

Another measure of the relative emphasis among programs is the

distribution of expenditures (Lusterman, Table 2.5):

Company courses 80%

Outside courses

Tuition aid

Other

11%

9%



Smaller fi s depended more on outside courses for their trainin

in firms in the 500-999 and 1,000-2,499 size groups between 50 and 60 percent

of the expenditures were for side courses, while in the largest size

group, 87 percent was spent in-house (Lustersnan, Table 2.5).

In terms of expenditures and employee involvement, therefore, the m

prevalent mode of employer-provided training in firms employing 500 or more

workers was through company courses during work hours, The kinds of training

given in such programs are shown in Table 2.

Table 2. Types of Courses
During-Hours Company Programs

Percent of
companies
providing

Iyet=g1ST.In.ss_ courses_

Given in

Employees
involved

Expenditures
Mill-
ions
of $

Percent
of

total

Number
(000)

Percent
of total

Management development/
supervisory

60% 1,400 37% 430 24%

Functional-technical 54% 2,300 .61% 1,340 74%

Basic remedial 8% 30 1% 15 1%

Other 11% 30 1% 15 1%

All courses 70% 3,760 100% $1,800 100%

Source: Lusterman, Tables 6.1, 6.2, and 6.3.

The functional-technical category

maintenance, marketing, salei, service,

finance and personnel - i.e.,

Comparing these figures with the

ncluded such areas as production,

Office aaministration, internal

tly managerial and whit olldt skills

sysr

occupational distribution of the work force

in the reporting companies-11 percent manage

and technica 10 percent sales and marketing and 67 percent all. other
.



occupations (Lusterman, Table 2

training through company courses in

was disproportionately concentrated

white -- collar skills. This was less

with 10,000 or more employees) where

-the conclusion is inescapable that

working hours, the most prevalent mode,

on providing managerial and other

true i- 41e largest companies (those

81 percent of the expenditures were

on functional-technical training, while in companies with 500 to 4,999

employees about half the expenditures were in such courses (Lusterman,

Table 6.6). In only 21 percent of the companies--and in only 36 percent

of the largest size firms did hourly-paid employees participate in func-

tional technical courses, however, and low-salaried employees participated

in 22 percent of all firms and 43 percent of the largest ones (Lusterman,

Table 6.7).

Tuition aid programs, although found in 89 percent of the companies

reporting and therefore the most widespread mode of employer-provided

training, involved only a small proportion of employees; all after-hours

programs, of which tuition aid is one component, involved only 2 percent of

the employees of reporting firms. In addition to improving employees'

competencies and preparing them for new assignments, companies reported to

an earlier Conference Board survey that such programs supported their

recruitment effort, enhanced employee morale, and reduced turnover. About

half the companies paid all the tuition costs, and most of the remainder

either 50 or 75 percent (Lusterman, p. 34). As noted above, tuition aid

and other outside courses were favored by smaller firms, who clid not have

the "critical mass" to make it worthwhile to employ training staffs or to

offer courses in occupations with few workers.
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raining ven -by-this Conference'-Board survey

Some evidence about traininh 500or more employees.

plenti is available .from two surveys by the Bureitu cif' -Labor
- ,

Statistics,-'a%pilot survey conducted in 1970 (:teary, 1974) 6'14 a More com-

pleteurveylcondueted in 1974 (ALA, 1977). The first of these covered

metal working induStried, lectric -power,and telephone communications

industries and sampled,plahts of 50 employees or more; the-second, in the

metal working industries-cnly, included in its sample-plan with one- or

more employeee.' In both surveys, training-was:defined to iaaadi only

formal programs (including those on the and excluded,p ograms for

purposes other than skill development, such as general .orientation,coMpany_

policies and programs, safety, and supervisory practices. Only training

in specified occupations as reported on (but the second survey - ascertained.

'Whether aining-Was not provided in the specified'oLcupations,'ii was

-provided for other_occupations

-In_the 1970 pilot-suriley, 41-percent of7the metalworking plants

fining for?-the epec edOCCOpAtiOnS Only 32 percent ofGail -tr

.

oyees,-, an4 71---percent _of theplantry

-
ara n ad -a ,.'efintrin,utiliiine::

pients ;with

1,000;,,or,jmore-emplOYiese.,,

a end.9 ren o ar est- e an a ain n

c e _n em X6Ylgii,- n g

a o fic



focused on the metal working industries (fabricated metal preducts,

machinery, electrical eqUipment,:and transportation equipment) and on
fi

the training they provided in 14 designated skilled crafts. As noted

above, there was a 59 percent response, and although a semple,of 550

nonrespondents was interviewed, no information about nonrespondents was

used in the report on the survey.,

Only 15 percent of the plants reporting provided training, ranging

from 10 percent in transportation equipment to 18 percent in machinery plants.

By size, half the plants in the largest. size class (1,000 employees or more)

gave training, and this scaled down to only 9 percent among plants with less

than 20 employees (Bureau of:Labor Statistics, 1977, p. 4). The training

programs in 1974 enrolled 134,000 workers in the 14 occupatiefis or abOUt

10 percent of total employment in these occupations in the metal working

industries. The largest groups of trainees were 34,000, and

machinists, 31,000. About 78,000 workers completed training inthatyear,

or about 6 percent of total employment in the 14A=Cdpations Those

completills training as welders amounted to 11 percent-of the welders

employed; for plumbers and pipe-fitters about the same preportionand for

electricians about 10 percent. These large pereentages-iiply

don of high turnover or rapid growth. ThoseoOmplatingtraining as tool-

and-diei-_o_kers and patternmakers amounted:to only aboOt 2 percen

number employed (BLS, 1977, 22). Unfortunately no tabulation was made

of the number of workers participating by size of plant, so the contribution

y could uniquely reveasmall, plants, which this au

The purpose of the training was predominantly to qualify wcrlers to

enter skilled jobs, only 29 percent of the traindeevenrolledwere in it for

skill improvement-(BLS, 1977, p. 6). The



on-the only 31 Percent were enrolled in.tra

e. Off-site training was most common for welder

production

however (page 7

net over half of all training in the transportation equipMent industry

was off- (page 8) Nearly half the on-t Ob-traineeS were in

apprenticeships, with very. high proportions among tool-and-die makers,

plumbers and pipefitters, electricians and millwrights

From these diVerse surveys, made at different times and

range of size classee, a hazy picture emerges. formal train

by a good deal less than half of all firms, but by more than

9)

ncluding a

and

g is provided

out of 10

larger firms .(500 employees or more); and the number of workers involved in

training in any one year Amounts to about one in five in large firms, and

a atelier. proportion in all industry. Training

near courses during w

distinct

is mostly given in company-

ours. Training fo skill development (as

orientation,:the fir'm's

a part of the otal. MuCh of

or other white.collar skills;
.

small share of fo

.Tra :nit Ae ,Sein by

aining.

ark

organilition safety,
-

only

he formal skill training is for, management

nual Wor r get a disproportionately

Turning to -e View of training from the workers,

-souree 11_8-4463 survey

aged-0-64 in 'the libor.

1- survey or to-a

au p4int, our, best

of a sample of_ the adult working PoPuiatiOn-pariois

force, 82,-perearit :of whom respondei, either- o the

follow-up _interview (U.S. Department o _or

;Administration, 941)_:1-ta.the ataIyaiiiof th 14-percen

3'ormore yora oUt011eieWereAreated Separately. The

cent-included 39 percent-Vim fowl training

d-not. including,thosevith-1 or more years

he adult workforce had ,received -some f-rma



8 for work in the course of their lives. (Thts cross - section of

the entire work force in 1963 shows a lower percent with formal _aining

than Table 1 above ieplies for new workers comity out in 1976.)

Those whose education amounted to less than-3,years of college were,.

asked what training programs they had completed. CoMpany courses were

reported by 6.6 --percent (7.5 percent of the men, 4.9 percent of the men

and apprenticeships by 8.2 percent, mostly men (Table 4 of he repor-

These workers were also asked about training they had received for their

preient jobs (or last jobs if they were unemployed). Some formal training

(including school, apprenticeship, or company courses lasting 6 or more

weeks'fullttime)-was'reperted7br-30--percenn On-the -job training (including

shorter company courses) Was reported by -36 percent and 45 percent'said

Oey learned by casual thods, Such ae"pieking the*job up," or "friends

or relatives." (Since many used-More than-One method, the-total exceeds

.100 -percent.) Interestingly, -7.5 percent no training was needed for

their jobs; these included some in each major- occupation grou0,,and-sig-

nificant proportions among laborers, farm laborers, and service,-Workers.

Formal learning a reported-by large proportions of prefestional and tech

nicaLelerical,_.Oraft, and managerial workers. 0M-the-job_l ing a_=

r ported-by well over half of the workers in,all occUpatiOnsexcept farm-

worke__ laborers and se -ice workers, for whom casual methods of learning-:

were more common -(Table 3).

When the workers were asked. which of the ways they-learned their

present jobawas-most,helpful, school (including:company courses 6

more weeks, full7time) was namedby-only 9 percent (Table 3)-.- job:

instruction was reported helpful by the largest proportion, 30

percent, and 20 percent owed the most to just picking up the job. Shorter'
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,
or part-time -company

workers, but hy'3 t

workers.

raining courses were med by 8 percent of Sales

4 percent,-in- every other i.group, except: f _claervice

-The a ll. acquisition experiences of the occupitiOnsiI=_groupi=differ

markedly. prof es Gnat-end teehnidal, or , -t .'school --and o the-;.
_-.... -

, ,instruction q l-, ;q'each reporte as- most helpfu uart:- of .the:norkere.

Only'8 percent of managerial' wotkera Credited adhool, and 3 percent 'shorter..-
,onipanY courses, as Most helpful-, despite the heavy- emPhasis on .managerial

Courses in-indnatry"s training ActivitY;-24 percent Said picking

21 percent-credited on-the-job instruction; and 9

ercent had worked their f!OtlP
_ ,

38' percent of clerical =workers, and school for 22, peicent. Sales
.

workera,=-7another group for ihiCh industry prOvidei Muah-traiitingcredi
_ -

on-the-job instruction and'_pickingi the jab----np-as 'most help-tulip, -3t,Per-c

indicated sehool or company training,

given major credit, by only 8 Percent, ,onthejoh-Anatru _

and picking it'up by 18 percent., atives-indica

In summery, 'among the 84 percent of workets:-with lees -education=

three years of college, informal methods -(includiwinetruction on

working one'R way up, and casual methods)_Were,thi,mo

1.acquisition for' 62 percent, -and acrmpany-proVided ,t

apprenticeship, for only 6 percent. (To this shouldi*addedf:a

probably-small, who benefited by longer company courses
__

must be tempered by recognition, that it is-'- based on .memo

_This conclusion_

as 'well- as

subjective j.udgm nts aboutr-the value of 'different phises'ef 'workers'

experience- moreover includes both the experience of older workare

d cluired their skills many years earlier, as 1 as that of young



Amorkeraliio had 'not y

H. Cast -of Training

Estimates of how much is spent on training by employers vary widely;

on for this is the'paucity_of cost records; no more than 10 percent

ids-could--

Another

process of -6 -116v la

of 6f the metalworking plants surveyed by the-)iireeU of Labor .S

identify even the direct costs of trainintBLS 1974, p.

ks+on, isthat while tuitio of trainers, costs of

booka,,suppliea and training materials, And other direct costs can be

raining space in
recOrded,: the overhead allocatable to training. (cost of

the plant light, etc.) and the salaries of employees paid while

taking training during working *rite are e difficult to account for.:

Yet if industry really, wantedthe cost information, it should be-able to get

imated-total costs of-emplOye rovided-training

as-
in the United States (including those provided-to government employe
_

$100 billion in 1975 (Gilbert, 1976). This calculationmasemeie by bold

extrapolation from amall bits of evidence and implies that training costs

amounted to about 12'percent-of-all-Mage_and salary paym--

a staggering conclusion.

-re modest, though crude, estimates may be-- developed from -the Conference
= . _

in large firms. Direct costa (excluding -over

in: that year

Board_survey of training

- -
and salaried of- were estimated at_ahout,$2 billion Isthelarge

firms = surveyed, Which. represented about half of all _Private:nenfarm wage

_d salary employees in=1974:(Lusforeen, p. 12).---Since smaller firis'do

-lesstraininvthan.-large,-direct'training Costs in the rest-ts the priVate

ght7MX4717birifoiWTET °tel. _The, selnry cost,for.trainees-:

-estimated izery crude_ (a) that



_ee about 1.in 5 employees in large firms participate n training during

1 121_10 in-small firms may do so - or-an average of 15 percent in

the entire private economy; (b) that the average, duration of training

one Week (only 30 percent of companies providing company courses during

hours, the most prevalent form of training in terme of number of workers

involVed-, gave courses amounting to 30 or more-hoUrs of training,acCording

to Lusterman, Table 6.1). Taking 1/52 of the annual salary for 15 pore -t

of all workers in the private economy and applying this to total wage and

salary payments in the private economy, which amounted to about $604'billion

in 1974 we get:about $2 billioa,in salary c- ` of trainees to add to the

$3 billion in direct costs. After allowance for overhead costa and for
_ .

sOmewhathigherthan-average annual salaries -of the managerial and profes-

sional workers who eceive most of the training, may estimate a fetal

training cost closer to $10 billion than-to MO-Innen, or closer

cent of the wage bill than to 12 percent.

to 1 per-

There,is-great variation Amen companies in-the-training-cost per

capita oftheir_employees. The 4t.-verage (mean) direct=costitfor-the large

companies inCludedih:rhe Conference Board survey was460 annually per

employee (b4004 owtheir total employment). The Median cost
=

per_employee

was '$16; the very large difference between mean and-Median reflects the

d pUll on the :mean of a-small number of high7spending companies".

(Lusterman, p. 12).- .firms with 10,000 or more employees spent-amean_pe-
,

employee of 060J-while :the 4Mallest-size-firms-(with_500999 employee

spent $27(pagel3). Transportation, commtinications, and utilities and

*Oaf
or major -j

he- questionnaire as: "salaries =of employees devoting all
of- their time to -these ,activitiest- travel and__living

_ to outside isstitutiOns or individiial contractors;
of equipment and material purchased or rented."

9 -
49



Lnancial and insurance firms span

employee respectively), whilel

y $19 (Lusterman Table 2,111):

The $60 averegejfdr large

1 wage and salary payment in priVa

-the average ($90 and112 per

Ale'and-reteiltrede averaged

compared with the average

afatm industry, which was $9919

(full -time equivalent in 1974, as compiled by the COmmercalWartmentand

published in the s_._y2!girrentBSurtisiti Large firms, whose wages _

per employee probably were higher than this average, paid less than 1 per-

cent of their payroll cost for direct training expenditures, and probably

less than 2 percent when all costs of training, including trains

salaries, are taken into account.

Since about 1 in 5 employees in these lame firms receives train- each-

year on the average*, the $60 ayesege,:for_allAMPigyees_cnMes.to about $300

per employee-receiving-training,- exclusive of

in training (if training is during hours) and an-allowance for overhead if

the-training-4s given-on company-premises.

The most 'gong -ho" of all companies in terms Oftralning 1s the Bell

System,1Whith:says itspends over $112illion'a.year:lincluding salaries- of

trainees),_ or an average of over $1,000 foreachof,itanearly 1-million

employees-. As en illuatiation, nearly 1325 000:emploYeett-inrhe-19

operating= telephone - companies, the longclindadeparttentandrhe;AT&T;

the-emploYem'- salarTwhile:

generel:departments staff receive -some, oraal-training-or educational

experience-in the eoutetAlifto:years _a :participation rate o Vpercent

unto to 211 million student daya.of,train

f:6:days per eiployee'being trained.
. r

an-average ofe more than $333 per day, inc ud

-year, an

salary



(which, on the average, is probably less

of the billion- dollar training budget goe_

programs and methods

100 per day).*

development of

fth

research on training, and management and control of

the training function (Blount,pp. 4-6); most ofthese-activities are not

attempted by smaller companies engaged in training. The Bell System

training program-makes lilmited:useof tuition aid-and rellesleavily on

internally develoPed courses auxenbetg',:pp. It would Appea

that the Bell System training budget is

of its total wage and salary bill

This wholehearted dedication

lean companies,,as is apparent.frc

the neighborhood of 5 percent

training is far from typical of Amer-

suggested above. It is noteworthy that at, a time when concern about

declining rates of productivity growth is so general,- sOlittl

enhance the.productivity gro th-of the workforce through training.

possible that industrial management has little faith_in the enhantement of

productivity through training?

The paucity of records on the cost of training

formal modes - leads one observer to comment: '.'.This leads one to.v

considerable skepticism programs designed-to subsidize training or

employers against the risk of higher training co

employment of:di advantaged groups. Such programs attempt t

cost incentive for'management to train whenit doe not view training as

cost item (Piore, Manpower Administration-Research Monograph No. 7, p. 14

*Full-time equivalent average.wage and salary per employee in the
telephone-and telegtSPheommunications industry was $18,555 in 1978,
according to the DeFortaeat of Commerce.-or -an-average of $71 per day. Those

receiving training may average a little higher



S FOR

Beyond its'normal_tasks of qualifying new workers far their-first-

joba in the company and preparing workers in the firm for advancement,
.

company-provided training faces new challenges in the immediate years ahead:

One of these is combatting the decline in productivity growth that has

manifeated itself for the past 15 years. A second is providing for Chang

skill needs in the workforde of many industries. A third is in taking on

the extra task of aiding-in affirmativ_ action. programs to: combat the

residual effects of a century of discrimination in employment on the bad

ce and sex. A final:challenge to industry is internal: to look at

self and" find practical vayerofevaluating the:effectiveness of training

in general as well as determining the most effective methods-by,whichr0

A.ruian$ for Productivity Growth.

TAe slowdown in productivity growd-C :the-United:State:It-since-the

mid-sixtie---has-been a, dark cloud=overhanging the economy and, has:contributed

tO-inflation
,---

declining,exahangialue'Of the dollar, and a deepening

crisis social_relations as risinivexpectations crunch against more

rigidlYlim4cdtpotentialities.
,,

ViiiiiA950 rthroUgh":71965-, outpOt::Par: hour, in_ the private bus_
--_,,,__

onomy roe4,:iir a, uallY, .permi
',-,-

s sector

steady :

average -real wages. Since ;:1965 -it, _liar, increased' -at'an average
,"_

(caleulated-Irow-data--regaarlyqinblishe4 in the



productivity work in agriculture to higher- productivity jobs, in nonfarm

induct and additional employment shift effects in mining, manufacturing,

utilit '.andfinanc the increasing proportion of new,- .unakilled-morkers

in the labor

e influx of

the amount of.

cc esulting from high births in the early 1950'a and

men

.. _

into the labor-market; the decline in the growth of

pita], per worker; the diversion investmentequi

and labor to pollution-control _equipment and worker say a ures;-and-

the effects of the business downturns in 1969-70 and 1974-75 (Mark, Kutscher,

and Noteworthy, in National C nte for Productivity and Quality of Working

Life, 1977, pp. 9-16)

Same of these factors will continue to operate and there is no way.

that training can have an impact upon them. However training can help to

redress the effects of the decline in quality of the labor force, not only

by enhancing the skills of the new workers but also by general upgrading and

sharpening of skills and efficiency, including managerial and technical

skills which potentially have a broad effect on the efficiency with Which

industry operates

The effect of training on productivity has not, it is fair to say, been

established empirically in a clear and incontrovertible manner. There is

evidence that productivity is related to rising educational levels. For

example, Edward Denison estimates that from 1929 to 1969, the rise in the

educational attainment of employed workers contributed about 0.3 percent to

the, average a ual increase of 2.22 percent in the "sector potential

1 income per person potentially employed" - his measure of productiv-

et-Clubby AhatrMEMMT-from the effects of theAbusiness cyale.

rising educational- attainment. contributed between a.fifth and a quarte

the-totel*produativity increase. The calculation based on the nee

Zgr



-e in the propor on of workers who had completed high school and

college, and the longer school years when they: were studentp and Denison:

useclearnings differentials by level of education a

marginal productivity of the workers Oetimo_

3asure of the

in National Ce -6 or

Productivity and Quality of Working Life, 1977pp.21-24).

It is plausible that if general education contributes so eignificantly'

to rising output per worker, training, that enhances work skills must also

contribute, even if the contribution cannot be measured by the available

statistics.

Attempts to measure the effectiveness of in increasing

productivity have run into difficulties for a varietyoUreasons A major

problem is finding a way to measure theindivid productivity or job

performance. For most jobs there is no simple measure of performance, such

units prodneeclper hour; instead researchers haVe to fall back on

supervisors, rat..ngs of:enployeePenformance, or earnings, or -rates

promotion each of which has its defidiencies, including lack of-objectivity

being acted by factors' other than,werk performance. _A second-problen

ng the effect-of training on performance, separately from:the:-

facts of other factor, including both the inherent differences in capa-

bility, motiVation, or drive among individuals and a host of factora in

the work tituatio

illustration of- the difficul is afforded by a_recent :atudy of

the effect :oUeontinuing-educatien on the job:performance-of-engineers--(No

1979). :Three measures of work- perforMafiCe were-Oiedearningsi r.. _et

persons supervised, and supervisors' ratings. unr_,and kind_e

ontinuing*lutation received-were measured by--the number _ T-houre-in

tSchnieal,cOursis, business courses, and other courses, as -ell as the



combined total. The differences among engineers in ability and educational

background before they took the continuing education were controlled for

eight variables ng school achievement, supervisors' ratings, and

academic honors. Other variables that had to be controlled for included

length of professional experience and "drive," the latter being based on

supervisors' judgments. The findings of the survey showed a consistent

"weak to moderate" positive relationship between continuing education and

earnings. What is still undetermined is whether the more capable or

motivated performers tended to take continuing education - i.e., which was

cause and which was effect. The effects of variables measuring differences

in ability and educational background were examined, but the variables

available do not clearly measure innate ability, and the hypothesis that

the more able took more continuing education cannot be ruled out.

In view of the difficulty in measuring the effectiveness of training

in _raising productivity, we find ourselves forced to take the value of

training

training

on faith, and indeed th

over the years.

has been the

Perhaps more

bill might be budgeted for training if

than about

there were

for underpinning of

1 percent of the wage

better evidence of its

value, since even a small additional increment in productivity would have

an immense payoff.

B. Training for Changing Skill Needs

The growth of the economy, and especially the faster-growing sectors,

imposes substantial burdens on the skill development system and on training

provided by industry. This is partly because changes in employment patterns

may proceed faster than the tradition -based skill development mechanisms

are prepared to cope with. Unless education and training programs are

adjusted flexibly to the changing needs, there will be shortages of trained



workers in the faster- growing fields. As we observed above, the final

step iI the skill development process - the step that has to make up for

the deficiencies of the others - is training within industry.

Education and training in occupational skills has to provide not only

for the growth in demand for the various occupations that accompanies

economic growth and change but also for -eplacement of workers who leave

occupations because of retirement, death, withdrawal from the labor force

before retirement (as in the case of women leaving to keep house), or

shifting to other occupations. To illustrate the importance of this

replacement need, we may cite the most recently published projections of

the Bureau of Labor Statistics, those for the period 1976 to 1985 (Bureau

of Labor Statistics, Bulletin 2020, 1979). In this nine -year period, 16.E

million job openings are projected in all occupations to provide for their

growth, and nearly twice this number, 29.1 million additional openings,

will occur as a result of replacement. Moreover, the latter estimate does

not account for openings arising as workers shift to other occupations.

The total of 45.9 million job openings, or an average of 5.1 million a year,

Ls therefore a minimal estimate of the number of persons who will have to

acquire work skills. The occupational distribution of these is shown in

the following table (ibid., p. 6):

Total, all occupations

Average annual
job openinls

(m)`

5 100

White-collar workers, total 2,750
Professional and technical workers 710
Managers and administrators 600
Sales workers 330
Clerical workers 1,110

Blue7eollar workers, total 1,430
Craft and kindred workers 610



Average_annual job openings 000) , coned

Operatives 640
Nonfarm laborers 180

Service workers, total 900
Private household workers 50
Other service workers 850

Farm workers 20

Even allowing for the fact that some occupations, such as private

household and farm workers, do not typically acquire skills by employer-

provided training, it is apparent that the skill development task (especially

when occupational shifting is allowed for) will involve 5 million or more

workers. It exceeds the average size of the age cohort of the population

reaching working age annually in this period, which is about 4.3 million,

not all of whom enter the labor force.

We can least securely rely upon existing skill development mechanisms

to perform adequately when the growth rate of demand for the occupation is

significantly above average growth rates. The BLS report identified 73

occupations in which growth rates will be 50 percent or more above the

average growth rate of 19 percent in this 9-year period; in half of these

the growth rate is projected to be at least twice the average. A list of

these very rapidly growing occupations

Bank Officers and Managers
Urban Planners
Police Officers
Teacher Aides
Sewage Plant Operators
Cement Masons and Terrazzo
Workers

Insulation Workers
Ironworkers and Riggers
Operating Engineers
Plumbers and Pipefittere
Roofera
Flight Attendants
Geologists
Geophysicists
Surveyors
Airconditioning, Refrigeration,

and Heating Mechanics

follows:

Business Machine Repairers
Computer Service Technicians
Industrial Machinery Repairers
Dental Assistants
Dental HYgienists
Dental Laboratory Technicians
Physicians.

Emergency Medical Technicians
_

Medical Laboratory Technicians
Medical Record Technicians and

Clerks
Radiologic Technologists
Respiratory TberaPTNarkers
Licensed Practical Nurses
OccdPationaiTharapists,.
Ott4iti(inaljiteripyAsSi
Physical Therapists
Physical Therein, Assistan



Aides Health Services Administra,-ors
Speech Pathologists and Audiolo- Homemaker - home health aides
gists Floral Designers

Dispensing Opticians

can be seen that these occupations are of all kinds, including many

health-related fields, repair and maintenance mechanics, professional,

managerial, and clerical occupations. The training needs differ widely;

for some, relatively little on-the-job training is customarily given.

These high-growth occupations should not be seen as a list on which to

concentrate attention in planning training - for in many other slower-

growth occupations larger numbers will have to be trained - but rather as

a list of potential danger spots to keep an eye on and make sure that

training resources are adequately expanded.

C. Training_ in Aid of Affirmative Action

Another new responsibility for training is to aid in affirmative action

programs to offset the disadvantages in employment suffered by minority

groups and women as a result of past discrimination. The earliest efforts

of industry to employ these disadvantaged groups in larger numbers ran

head-on into their lack of qualification-. Few of the disadvantaged had

taken training for the better-paying, higher-skilled occupations in school

because they knew they would not be able to find jobs. As a result, when

the jobs did open up, they had not the skills. Minority and women workers

in industry had been shunted to low-grade, often dead-end jobs, and ther

they sat. The answer, therefore, was training within industry; it became

necessary to set up training opportunities within the plant open to these

workers to encourage them-to take the training, and to make sure-that the

ining was adapted to their backgrounds and_ma up, f deficiencies

heir education and -skills d resulted from 41 'discrimination.



Where training already existed, questions of the rights of various

employees to admission arose, as well as the need to adapt the programs

to the special needs of minority groups or women trainees where such needs

were evident.

The Civil Rights Act of 1964, under which the Equal Employment Oppor-

tunity Commission operates, does not require training where none now exists.

It does try to assure that admission to training is governed by the protec-

tions of equal employment opportunity standards. Voluntary action by

employers and unions is encouraged where past practices (that were not

illegal at the time) have created an adverse impact on the employment

opportunities of any group. Where the available labor pool of minorities

or women for employment
or promotional opportunities is limited because of

historic restriction by employers, labor organizations, or others, the

Guidelines issued by the Commission encourage employers to take affirmative

action, including establishing

training plans and programs, including on-the-job training,which emphasizes providing minorities and women with the
opportunity, skill and experience necessary to perform the
functions of skilled trades, crafts, or professions (Equal
Employment Opportunity Commission, Affirmative Action
Guidelines, Sec. 1608.3, federal Register, January 19, 1979,
Part XI, p. 4427).

D. Evaluation of Training

It should be apparent from some of what has been said above that there

are questions as to the value or effectiveness of training; industry is not

sold on it unanimously. Part of the reason for this must surely be the lack
of clear s of its value, or, more precisely, the ratio of its benefits

to its costs.

There are two ways in which evaluation of costs and benefits would

be helpful: first, in determining whether to provide training in a sped



company and in specific skills within that company at a point

second, in determining which of various alternative methods of training

in specific skills is likely to be the most effective in view of the costs.

The second is a valid question to ask even if the question of whether to

train at all is decided as an act of faith. Even if training directors no

longer have to justify their existence in the company they must ask them-

selves how to provide the best training for the company's dollar in each

instance.

Some of the difficulties involved in evaluation research are touched

on above in the discussion of productivity. In addition to those, one

should mention the problem of control groups: the difficulty of finding a

group of workers, similar in every critical respect to those receiving the

training, who do not get training, so that differences in performance between

them and the group receiving training can be attributed to the effect of

training. Control groups of rats in a laboratory do not feel discriminated

against, do not file grievances, nor go on strike; no one considers that

they have to be treated like human beings.

With this as background, the lack of evaluatiOn of training within

industry is understandable. Clark and Davis (1975) report:

Surprisingly little progress has been made toward developing
techniques for comparing the benefits of training with its cost.
While many studies have shown the returns to investments in formal
schooling, a survey of 100 large corporations by theaUthors
turned up no instances (among the 50 repliesraCeiVed as this
chapter is written) of business being able to gauge the returns
to investments in training-with the sate financial analysis
that it uses before deciding to build a new plant or when
choosing between alternative" iedes oUeqUipment. While some
companies maybe conducting formal financial analysis of their
training, our findings reveal that business, in general, lacks
sophisticated guidande in cost.effectiveness analysis (p. 186).



These authors report that management is pushing training staffs to

provide justification, thereby stimulating evaluation of some sort, much

of it subjective. Trainees are asked if they found the training worthwh

Supervisors' opinions are sought. Salesmen's sales records before and

A
after-training are compared (a more objective method, but certainly an

outcome that may reflect causes other than training). The same comment

may be made about comparing turnover before and after training, rates of

promotion, and other benefits.

A sounder evaluation approach might be to build evaluation into the

way the training program is conducted, such as using control groups in

different plants or departments and keeping adequate records. One sugges-

tion by Clark and Davis (p. 187) is that the profit centers in a company

be required to buy their training from the training department, rather

than get it as a free service. This might result in the buyers being more

critical and more demanding; and the training would no longer need to be

justified to the company. It is not likely that many training directors

would agree to this system.

There is room for progress here, and perhaps some is being made.

Sell System has a research project to measure performance (the critical

variable for evaluation research) - in this case managerial performance

(Robert L. Craig, American Society for Training and Development, in an

interview, July, 1979). With large firms that invest so much in training

leading the way in evaluation research, it may be hoped that methods will

be developed and that evaluation will become a common tool to improve

training.



V. THE OF GOVERNMENT IN SUPPORTING TRAINING
PROVIDED BY EMPLOYERS

What role, if any, should government take with respect to this

internal activity,of business firms? Although the federal government now

subsidizes training within industry, this is still a controversial issue,

not only as to whether support should be given but also as to the extent,

the kinds of situations in which support is justified, and the methods by

which it is furnished.

That the government has legitimate interests in stimulating training

is not questioned. The government has an interest in helping to raise

productivity, in order to reduce inflationary pressures, maintain competi-

tiveness of American industry in world markets, and assure rising levels

of per capita income. It has an interest in whatever contributes to

affirmative action for equal employment opportunity, to assure equal treat-

ment of citizens. It also has an interest in helping in the employment of

disadvantaged workers who are unemployed because of lack of skills, not

only to enhance their income and sense of independence but also to get them

off welfare and other transfer payment programs. A social contribution to

training might offset the costs of these programs.

Industry's attitude has been mixed. Some firms prefer to do the

own thing: to give training as they see theY___needt6. They are loath to

lose control

reluctance of man

raining, especially to unions. This mot

run apprenticeship, programs

ve underl=ies the

to. register them

with.1140 State Apprenticeship Co tile or the Bureau of Apprenticeship'

a of the Department of Labor. Individual emPloyers especially

_eir inability to hsmall ones, do,-not give formal training because o

tram staff or` ,find nough:Workers-needing to learn-a particular occupation



to make setting up a training program wort * they do not welcome

attempts to push them into this activity.

Yet there is support among some business groups for government inter-

vention. The Committee for Economic Development, a "liberal" business

organization representing mostly large firms, in a statement by its Research

and Policy Committee, supports increased financial incentives for appren-

ticeship programs, primarily in the form of stipends, and experimentation

with training vouchers for apprenticeship and other skill-training programs,

to preserve some marketplace automatic controls by giving trainees a chance

to shop around for the best available training opportunities (CED, 1978,

67).

Government could promote training provided by industry by methods

short of financial support, by technical aid and related services. It

gives this kind of assistance for one form of training, apprenticeship, and

could extend it to others. (The Bureau of Apprenticeship and Training in

the Department of Labor was created out of an earlier agency focusing on

apprenticeship alone, with the purpose of broadening its technical, statis-

tical, standard-setting, and promotional functions to other types of on-

the-job training, but the agency never made the metamorphosis expected:

out of the chrysalis came the same caterpillar that went in.) The technical

assistance could include advising firms, especially small ones that cannot

afford to employ training staff, o how to assess their needs fob' training,

and on the best ways to provide it, including using resources outside the

firm, such as schools and private firms that provide training services.

The United Kingdom has developed such advisory services, which have proven

helpful to'small firms. Statistical services would, contribute to better

planning of training assistance; they should include regular collection of



data on the nature and extent of training being given. Finally, technical

assistance could include development of research methods for evaluating

the effectiveness of training, and building the necessary record-keeping

into the system.

Financial support for training is more controversial. Economists

have approached government subsidy for this, other "internal"

activities which industry has traditionally done by itself, with some

skepticism: "A subsidy is guilty until proven innocent" (Mangum, 1968,

p. 7; see also Lebergott, 1978). It is argued that government should not

subsidize training that is specific to the firm and of no use to the

worker in any other Job, since it does not promote employability.

"General" training (in Becker's sense), on the other hand, is theoretically

paid for by the employee through a wage below his marginal productivity

level, and the employer should receive no subsidy for what he does not

pay for.

Nevertheless, it is conceded, there is a social benefit in some cases

above the benefit to employers and workers. Examples of cases that justify

government subsidy to employers for training include workers whose produc-

tivity is so low, because of lack of work skills, that if they paid the cost

of their general training, their wage rates would be below the legal minimum,

or so low that they would offer the worker little incentive to get off

lfare or Other transfer payments. Careful examination is urged "to

that the social benefits in excess of private benefits actually exist"

(Mangum, ibid., p. 13).

Strong support for federal aid was voiced by the Ta k Force on Occupa-

.tional Training in Industry, composed of industry, 'union, and public

_Ives, in 1968 report,'A o Occu'at



Training in Industry. The report recommended a National Training Act as

the charter for a national planned program of "levels of training adequate

to meet the nation's economic, social and security needs." Federal support

was recommended only for (1) "an identifiable program" of training and

related services for the unemployed, underemployed, disadvantaged, hand -

capped, and new entrants into the labor force (not a very narrow limitation

(2) training supervisors to deal with problems of the disadvantaged; (3)

helping small firms to train; (4) supporting training by firms or organiza-

tions beyond their own manpower needs for the general job market in specific

areas of federal interest; (5) training by hospitals and other nonprofit

services where passing on the cost of training to the consumer would be

socially undesirable; and (6) training in shortage occupations (ibid., p. 8).

Employers training the disadvantaged under existing legislation (MDTA) were

to be reimbursed only for the extra cost and risk involved, above the costs

customarily incurred in training a new employee (ibid., p. 10).

The task force put forth one new justification for government support:

training provided by an employer may be an effective substitute, at lower

cost, than other forms of training now provided at public expense (ibid., p.

75). Broadly interpreted, this could refer to public vocational education

in secondary schools as well as that financed by income transfer programs.

The issue is not merely theoretical, since there has been federal support

for on-the-job training for 17 years, first under the Manpower Development

and Training Act of 1962, and currently under the Comprehensive Employment

and Training Act of 1973, most recently amended in 1978. In the first ten

years of the MDTA program 1.9 million persons were enrolled in training -

two-thirds in schools and other institutional training and one-third in

on-the-job training. More recently the proportion in private industry



on-the-job training hae been reduced, partly because a larger proportion

of the funds are going to public service employment, which is supposed to

include training (Employment and Training Report_of the President, 1978,

p. 307).

One of the chief mechanisms for promoting employment and training of

the disadvantaged, the unemployed who lacked marketable skills, has been

the NAB/JOBS program (National Alliance of Business/Job Opportunities in

the Business Sector, if one prefers the stodgy name to the snappy acronym).

This organization, begun in 1968 and led by businessmen, attempted to gain

the support of industry for employment of the disadvantaged by soliciting

pledges of jobs. It promised more than it delivered, according to the

Director of the National Commission for Manpower Policy, and in recent years

only 2.5 percent of CETA spending has been devoted to on-the-job training

(Isabel V. Sawhill, quoted in National Commission for Manpower Policy,

Report No. 8, December 1978, p. 110).

Evaluations of the 17-year experience in supporting training are mixed,

reflecting the various forms the federal on -the -job training programs took

and the wide variety of circumstances, client groups, employers, and sponsors

Merry, et al., 1975; Myers, 1971; Mangum and Walsh, 1973; National Commission

'71r Manpower Policy, 1978). In some cases high rates of successful outcomes

were achieved by selecting the most able and employable workers for the

programs to begin with - "creaming," in the jargon that has developed around

the administration of this legislation. In other cases, employers provided

"training" only low-vage, high-turnover_ jobs they could fill-in no other

way, with the results that might have been expected.

Compared-to,the other major e o training ;p ovided under--the gov

programs training chOols or Other instittitions =the -job training.. __

hovn by ev on stud to have been far more coat- Aren _e.,



-- benefit ratios of over three to one are reported. The ratios depend

on assumptions as to ho- long the benefits will endure through the worker

subsequent work-life; if five years is assumed, instead of ten, for example,

the training, especially institutional training with lower cost-benefit

ratios, is open to serious challenge (Perry, et al., pp. 158-159). (These

estimates do not include non-earnings benefits, such as a re -ion in

unemployment insurance or welfare costs.)

The institutional and on -the -job training should not, however, be

compared as if they were alternative methods of accomplishing the same

purpose; they really serve different ends. Institutional training is more

appropriate for occupations with a high theoretical content, where the

worker must have a great deal of training before he can be productive, or

where safety is a consideration. On-the-job training is best for more prac-

tical skills, not easy to teach in a school, and where the worker can be

productive quickly. It is also cheaper, and, from the worker's point of

view, attractive because it involves being in a job with a hope of continuity

and receiving a wage.

In summary, subsidized on-the-job training, despite some ambiguous

evaluation results, has helped to get long-term unemployed workers (structur-

ally unemployed and disadvantaged workers) into jobs and has succeeded in

part because it is inextricably associated with employment programs.

There are serious questions about the best method for providing a

subsidy. Supplements to wages have been one method, tax credits another,

and each has its advantages and problems. In addition a levy-grant system

has been used in the United Kingdom.

An illustration of the former is the on-the-job training subsidies

under HDTA, which were a fixed weekly amount for a maximum number of weeks



for example $25 a week for a maximum of 26 weeks, a total of $650 per

worker. Tho subsidy was supposed to pay the training cost to the employer.

The worker received a wage. In the NAB/JOBS program, wiich concentrated

on employment of disadvantaged workers, the subsidy was $3000 per worker.

Nevertheless, tc.ist employers able to choose between ordinary on-the-job

training under MDTA and NAB/JOBS participation preferred -the- ob training

even with its lo -et subsidy, because they felt they got higher quality

workers (Mangum and Walsh, op. cit., p. 135).

The direct subsidy focuses attention on the amount of the subsidy in

relation to the productivity of the worker. It gives the local sponsoring

agency some control over the program. Tax credits are preferred by employers

however, because the involve less paperwork and because the employer can

get the benefits by exercising his own initiative, i.e., in the course of

filling out his own annual income tax return instead of waiting for a govern-

ment agency to process the payment.

The Task Force on Occupational Training in Industry recommended that

direct subsidies, rather than tax credits be used, because they saw the need

focus aid for training on disadvantaged workers, shortage occupations,

and problem areas (such as small firms) and did not want. to justify federal

support for generalized training throughout the economy (ibid., pp. 79-80).

The Treasury Department opposed a tax credit, wishing to avoid having to

evaluate training programs for eligibility (something that could be avoided

by having a training agency certify programa before they-were eligible for

tax credi on the grounds -that tax legislation is revised infrequently

while dire subsidy legislation is usually written for a few years at a

time, and on the grounds that the tax laws should not be used to achieve

social objectives (a startling philosophical departure) (ibid.* pp. . 80 -81).



domem bers of theAlask 0 ed vinosity opinions in favor of the

tax credit approach.

The levy -grant system involves imposing a levy on all firms in'an

_ _
Indust eh:a training-board-is -set,up And rebating nd

hat engage'In approved training. Thisfirma, pools.training eats anon

firms, so thit those who get their.skilled workers,by hiring them away frau

othirsinsteadUf_trainiagi tiding email firms which cannot afford,

et up training, will, pay their shar .The Task, Force saw administrative

reblima-in this system, and did not recommend

-suggested that,industries and-unione,t

Despite the -conce

ss,firms

private- sector_

oetributed-to the Pas_

r the. United States,

on a voluntary bas

about tax credits, the appeal of this. device to

be depended onforamployment,and training in the

and_ .the results ofJlirecvsubsidy over the,.years

f a'Targeted=Jobs'Tax,Creditin-the Revenue "Act

ar-and upltol$45,00 thaaeiond year of_emPlciyment,

advantaged workers IU-tietain-tirget.-grauPaeliara recip--

the hadicapped,, th ,and :Vietnam" veterans' from 'poor=,familiesi

eta, mild _parti"cipdnta in Cooperative education. The individuals

insetle-certified as" eligible 6'y:a designatea:locallial c=agency. The

,National Commisiion_forManpower Policy; - torn between its belie that business
, ,

d-take adVaniaie'of this'proyision to hire moredisadvantaged workers

and its fear that business -would take advantage-of this provision, period,

commended'that, The Secretary of the Treasury,-id drafting the regulations

for a new- Targeted "jobs Tax Credit, seek a- balance between the objective of .

intended uses of the funds by private emOlOyere and encouraging



of tham to participate in hiring the structurally unem

for Manpower Policy, December, 1978, p. 2).

the 1978 amendments to CETA, a new Title VII provided for the

establishment ofTrivate Industry Councils by local private sponsors (agencies

of state and 101 governments responsible for operating CETA programs).

The Councils, composed primarily of business representatives, would be

responsible for developing, and in some cases operating, programs to train

and hire the structurally unemployed and for advising the prime sponsors

on other aspects of their programs.

It is too early to evaluate the effectiveness of these two new programs.

Like those that preceded them, they attempt to accomplish a:difficult task -

building the skills and employability of the least-advantaged'persons in

society by gaining the cooperation of industry. To do this they,-

true in the earlier programs, use some cajolery and some financial

but -in -doing- -so try Ik be

loading the program down

ncentives,

n giving away too:much and-

h so many controls to protect the rkers and

the public interest that business cooperation is lost.

The experience to date. in the United States is not without. its success e

but it is certainly not one that clearly points thewayto the 1-ight"

program..



together a coherent picture otemployer-Orovided training in the United

States from recent surveys* Although each_survey:breaks_new ground and

provides important insights some of the 'essential questions are =not

answered. With the benefit of hindpight- a few recommendations are offered

for future surveys of training - recommendations so elementary that they are

de only because recent surveys have ignored th

(1) Standard survey practices should be followed with respect
to surveying a sample of nonrespondents _and drawing inferences
about the major characteristics of the entire population.

(2) :Tabulations -should be designed to show _what number or percent
of firms give my foinial-ttaining, as Well as the .ntmibir
that give each type of trai

== =

1 maior tabulationtAhould sh notHoni the mailer -of -
but also'the-tiumbet. of their --emPloyees and the number

of Workers receiving training course of ,a year or
other period of time.,. Thisi is -,the_ anlyr way to
weight the relitive,,ImPorience or.,iaeiderice of training.
The figuies on traineas-AhOuld be compared to total_employ
sent in the fitme. so- that the 'peicentage of workers receiving
training is shown.

(4) The tabulations 9hould--show what occupations or occupation
groups workers given training-are in, end/or what they are
being trained for, as a percentage of the;-totals employed
in these occupations.

The ,pur ea.:Ff.-training_ should,be shown, -uader such major
categories as:qualification for employment, --eicill,-iniprcivement
or upgrading, retie:anis, safety, etc.

6) Training. ,modes should= - be shown; ',ander-, such -Ma --r- -categories
. , ._ _._. ,

amn- on the, off -site; Company-piovided or
provided by.__an"-outside- inatitution or School; _company tinan-_provided_,

,. . ..,,

the: , = "cid. Centributioe, if die: latter.

Significant breakdowns of the, above information should
, include ,industry, size_ of .firm or establishment, and perhaps

-4-id.4=4h



(8) Surveys of groups of workers or of a sample of the4Opu-
lation shoulg be made to get a different insight into the
incidence of training, sequences,Or combinations of
education and training, and demograOhid-Characteristics
such as age, sex, and race. Age is particularly important,
not only because education and training:patterns have changed,
over time, but also because older workers have bad more
exposure to whatever training was around.

B. Technical Aid to Training

Small employers should be given technical aid to help them n identi-

fying their training needs, in locating good sources of training for their

various occupations in the community, or in providing training within the

company for small numbers of workers at reasonable cost. Universities and

colleges, technical institutes and community colleges, proprietary schools,

audio -visual aids, and programmed teaching methods are available, but the

small employers need expert guidance in selecting among them the training

best suited for their occupations and their particular workers. Institu-

tions-in-a-community-may-be stimulated provide-courses-if someone

identifies a need on the part of a number of small firms.

to level a technical

aid agency for training to provide this assistance industry on request..

The federal government should play a role in funding this service, but state

governments and industry groups should also contribute, the first by federal-

state matching grants, the second by fees for service. It is important

that business firms be more than passive recipients of technical aid; they

should help to generate it and to pay for it.

There should be in each community or

If this service is set up as part of the Employment and Training

Administration and its affiliated state agencie- it should be isolated

sufficiently from other operations.of the state employment security agencies

so that the workloadpressures of other programs_do not swamp the training



as has fregdently paned to.other: services provided :by the

employnent security

Other -technical-aidshouldInclUde-i regiair-progradof surveys of

ng,00tivity and of research on evaluation methods. Surveys _of

sample of employers every few years might be-Accomplished through the

federal-state cooperative occupation employment statistics program

conducted under the direct on of the-Bureau of_Labor.Statistigs. Less

turveyatif a sample of- workers could, be made through the median

of Current Population Survey. Evaluation research can draw on the
.

experience in evaluating training under MDI'A and CBTA

C. Financial Aid

It is more than a decade'_tince the report of theiTaskForce on Occupa-

tional Training, in Industry, and in-addition there are,17 years of experience

in goverient support for training in industry througkNDT and CET& -I

of this experience are-far f= , clear and unequivocal. There were

enough individual successful programs, howAver,Ammd-sstatieticalrecord,

in valuation studies, that is-favorable enough (though with some unanswered

questions and insecure assumptions)-that a general conclusion Can be.drawn

that federal support for training in industry can be made to pay off and

should continue.

No prescription 'for a clearlyclearly::successful program can be given. A few

.neral principles do ge, however, -One is that-training on,the job is,

_potentially so helpful he worker, by giving him or her r-actu industrial-

,experience and the sense of being in a real job, as well as a_good chanCe

for Continuing in the firm-ithat it should be part of any training nr-etploy-

meat program for the disadvantaged and structurally unemployed.

.



A second is that industry should participate attivolyjn the plena in

and governante of the prOgrams rather than be the paseiVe:Objects of

-ing by eager governmentagenties TheAddeaembodied in the NAB/JOBS

program and _in the Private Industry Councils is sound.

What is not so cl ther'government should go beyond generous

and vigorous financial support-for employability training of disadvantaged

or structurally unemployed wo

merit for emplOyed

engaging in formal

government support. The uncertain payoff end:-the potential for waste lend

support to the view that, though the,government should entourage training,

the cost should be borne by:the workers who benefit or by the industry :and

its customers rather than by the taxpayers generally. A training system

inanced by- industry, through -a payroll tax or a levy-grent.artangementi-
,_

and administered with industry and union participation, might-accomplish'

kers.

an4-extend its support to skill improve-

ndicaps preventing small firms from

ing and the need to enhance productivity argue for

the purpose intended and be less subject to e o

system supported from gentralgoVernmenttevendes.

-ismanagement then-a

Pinally,_any device, including better evaluation studies and better

statistics, that reveals-the true:tosts and benefits of-treinini

to per -wade industry to finance training that really pays off



APPENDIX: SOURCES FOR DATA IN TABLE 1

The principal source is Occupational Projections arid Training_Data

Bulletin No. 2020 of the Bureau of Labor Statistics, 1979, which will be

referred to below as Bull. 2020. For each type of institution a most

typical age of graduation is given; this was used -to identify the age

group in 1976 used to calculate the nuniber -of graduates as a percent of

the relevant age cohort. Po tion-by age for 1976 was used.

Secondary school'vocational curricula: Bull. 2020, p. 10, and 11.

Age 18.

Post-secondary vocational curricula, public: same sources. Age 20.

Post-secondary vocational curricula, private: Bull... 202,0, p. 12.- Age 20.,-,

mmunity college occupational curricular Bull. 2020,. p. 102.- , Age 20;

-
Four-year college, no graduate or _professional degrees 'Bull. 2020, 0; 16
(less----firsti-Profatisional- and--..misters'*Ye:degrees).:, Age 22. -

First 'professional- degrees: :Bulk. 2020, p. 24.

Graduate degrees:

-Apprenticeship, (rel

_

degreesYèamesouxàe.Y 24.

tared Programs).. ; Age 22._

-Military- training applicable -th -civilian jobs:ThilJY 2O pi'4(leas
specifigally:military;.oacupations; 1_1,104;- pman p
specialists., Number i'diaefiargedi-frokrilitary2pervicivinsfiticaklearc
1977 ( eraining4heving ,7beentreceived-,iearilaitan-- their4silitarf raiz-Vice)
from Office-et;isoistantdicritarY'of'-fiefease-,for-ilinpri*eri. '-_-Age 24.
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